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Multipurpose cabinet for Cabling, Server
& ETSI applications.

STANDARDS
According to 19" norm:
IEC 60 297 / DIN 41 494 / UNE 20 539IP 20

Colors
Protection according to norm:

DYNAMIC is the perfect medium range of cabinets for CABLING, SERVER and ETSI applications.
Each of these three versions has been carefully adapted to count with additional accessories and features for an
optimum performance on its environment.

IEC 60 529 / DIN 400 50 / UNE 20 324
Load rating of 600 KG. DEB SL6
according to norm:

DYNAMIC Cabling rack is ready to provide installers with multiple solutions for cable management. Inside the racks,

Frame
RAL 7035

IEC 61 587-1 / UNE EN 61 587-1

Columns
RAL 5014
Inside accessories
RAL 7035

cables can be organized and distributed to any part in a proper and safe way, thanks to the wide range of cable
DYNAMIC is a complete range, offering widths of 600, 800 mm, depths of 600, 800, 1000 and sizes from 15U to 47U, covering all

management accessories for cooper & fiber.

technical requirements for medium installations. Its smart design and the complete list of quick mounting accessories allows the
DYNAMIC Server rack offers a high degree of security and stability. With depths of 800, 900 and 1000mm, Dynamic
installers to save time and money, with excellent results.

Server is the best compromise between features & benefits.

DYNAMIC ETSI racks, including its dedicated accessories, are designed to comply with ETSI standards for
telecommunications based on the metric norm.
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The “Extension” has been created and codified for installations
where are required to assembly rows of racks one each other. This
version is identical to the “standalone” but it is supplied without
side panels and with the corresponding baying kits.

